This paper presents an object-oriented database model for broadband telecommunication networks, which can be used both for network management and for network planning purposes. The object-oriented data model has been developed using the parallel object-oriented speci cation language Maude 8,11], which allows us to dene not only structural aspects of the database, but also procedural aspects. Several modeling approaches are compared, emphasizing the de nition of the object relationships and some of the procedural aspects of the model.
Introduction
Maude is a speci cation language based on rewriting logic 7] , which integrates equational and object-oriented programming in a satisfactory way. Its logical basis facilitates a clear de nition of the object-oriented semantics and makes it a good choice for the formal speci cation of object-oriented systems.
Rewriting logic was rst proposed by Meseguer as a unifying framework for concurrency in 1990 6] . Since then much work has been done on the use of rewriting logic as a logical and semantic framework 5, 10] , and on the development of the Maude language 8, 12] , but few studies have been done on the application of rewriting logic and Maude to the speci cation of real systems, except for the airport speci cation described in 13, 3] .
The idea of using Maude to specify object-oriented databases was introduced by Meseguer and Qian in 11]. The key advantages of this approach are the fact that dynamic aspects can be integrated in the database model, the integration of algebraic data types within the framework, and the integration of query, update and programming aspects within a single language, which allows us to formulate queries and updates to the database in Maude.
We develop a Maude speci cation of a database model for broadband telecommunication networks showing the power of the language to specify this kind of systems, and in particular the well known inheritance relationship and other object relationships, like containment or symmetric relationships (\member-of," \client-server," . . . ). The latter, although not inherent to object-oriented programming, facilitate and clarify the speci cation of systems by making explicit the relationships between components in the speci cation instead of hiding them in the code during the implementation process. The selected application of modeling broadband telecommunication networks is a good choice to illustrate containment and symmetric relationships because they appear in a natural way between the objects of di erent layers of the network model and between objects of the same layer.
Because the object-oriented classes de ned in the model are taken from the standard classes speci ed by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) for the interconnection of telecommunication systems 1], the resulting model is very general and can be used for the integration of many di erent applications. Developed as the information model of the object-oriented management protocols used by the systems, it has become the best choice for the database model of the network management centers, to avoid information model translations. For the same reason it is also very appropriate for applications that can interact with this database, such as network planning or the simulation of the network behaviour under di erent situations. This paper is organized as follows. First we present some basic notions of Maude that will be used in the speci cation process. Then we introduce the system that will be speci ed by de ning the model of the network and describing the object-oriented classes de ned in the system, and the relationships between them. We also specify some possible queries to the database that are realized by methods implemented in the classes. Finally the implementation of di erent types of object relationships in Maude is discussed.
The Maude language
We outline here some basic notions of the object-oriented part of Maude that are used in the application. For more information on the language see 8, 12] .
Systems in Maude are built out of basic elements called modules. Functional modules are used for the de nition of algebraic data types and objectoriented modules for the de nition of object-oriented classes. An objectoriented module consist of an import list of modules, class declarations, message declarations, and rewrite rules, for which the types (called sorts) of the variables appearing in terms are also declared. A class declaration includes the class identi er, attribute identi ers, and the type of each attribute which can be an algebraic data type de ned in a functional module, or an entire con guration de ned in another object-oriented module.
An object is represented as a term q are sent. By convention, the only object attributes atts 1 : : : atts m made explicit in a rule are those relevant for that rule. In particular, the attributes mentioned only on the lefthand side of the rule are preserved unchanged, the original values of attributes mentioned only on the righthand side of the rule don't matter, and all attributes not explicitly mentioned are left unchanged.
With respect to the inheritance relationship, Maude distinguishes two kinds of inheritance: class inheritance and module inheritance. Class inheritance is directly supported by Maude's order-sorted structure. The e ect of a subclass declaration is that the attributes, messages and rules of all the superclasses contribute to the structure and behaviour of the objects in the subclass, and cannot be modi ed in the subclass; in addition, the subclass can have new attributes and messages. On the other hand, module inheritance is used for code reuse, allowing the modi cation of the original code in several ways.
The network model
We use Maude to specify the database model of a broadband telecommunication network. Due to their complexity, this kind of networks are modelled in layers that separate di erent communication aspects and simplify the global treatment. The selected model is based on the layered structure of broadband networks, which divides the network into three logical layers: physical layer, virtual path (VP) layer, and virtual channel (VC) layer, each one related to 3 Switching nodes, which have switching and crossconnection functions and are de ned in the upper layers. Nodes of the upper layers are placed on lower node locations, making the node locations de ned on a layer a subset of the locations de ned on the lower layer.
Links are de ned between nodes of the same layer as manageable entities for which the carried information can be accessed at its two end points. Although it is not necessary to de ne a link between each pair of nodes in a layer, a connected graph is required.
Connections are de ned as a con gurable sequence of links in the same layer. They are used to support the communication services between each pair of users, where each user is related to a unique node. There should be a connection de ned between each pair of nodes in the network, as it is assumed that the users related to one node can communicate with users related to each of the other nodes. Upper layer links are supported by connections of the layer below, while physical links are supported by the transmission media.
In addition to the three basic objects used to de ne the topological network structure, there are other components of the network:
Nodes are formed by pieces of equipment which represent the physical characteristics (number of ports in a termination unit, port capacity, . . . ) and the cost of the elements de ned in a node. The equipment of a transmission 4
Physical-Network VP-Network VC-Network Network X X X X X X X X X X X X The inheritance relationship captures the common properties of a set of classes by de ning an order between them. Inheritance appears in the model between generic classes and the respective specialized classes for each layer. For example, Figure 2 shows a generic class Network that has three subclasses: Physical-Network, VP-Network, and VC-Network. Similar relationships are de ned between the generic classes of nodes, links and connections, and the respective specialized classes for each layer.
The containment relationship, also called object composition, captures the semantics associated with the \is-part-of" relationship between objects. In its strongest sense, object composition implies that the part cannot exist without its owner, nor be shared with another owner, that is, composite objects must be destroyed when the owner object is destroyed and may only be created as part of the creation process of the owner.
In telecommunication networks it is a common practice to apply the containment relationship to the naming process, that is, to the construction of 5 the object identi er. OIds are the concatenation of the owner object OId with a unique contained object OId. The uniqueness of OIds for contained objects applies only inside the domain of the owner object. We will apply it to node equipment and its parts. It can also be used to model the relationship between the network and its elements (nodes, links, and connections) and between objects of di erent layers, but, because it imposes strong restrictions on the model, we have chosen explicit group relationships to model them. Explicit group relationships are object relationships that do not involve any existence bonds or permanent associations, do not constrain creation and deletion operations, and allow multiple ownership. These relationships can be of di erent kinds: \client-server," \member-of," \back-up," . . . . The \client-server" relationship is used to represent the relation between di erent layers. The \member-of" relationship is de ned naturally between links and connections of the same layer, and between the network and the set of nodes, links and connections that form it. \Back-up" relationships are de ned between links of the same layer and between connections of the same layer. 4 The network speci cation
The network objects and their relationships constitute the conceptual schema of the database. The di erent network structures that can be de ned are the database con gurations. The database evolves by the requests (queries, modications, deletions) that produce a chain of messages between the database objects until a new stable con guration corresponding to the request is reached.
The object-oriented classes
In general, each kind of network object described in Section 3.1 gives rise to a class in the object-oriented speci cation, and in turn each class is speci ed in a corresponding object-oriented module in Maude. In addition, we need several functional modules to specify algebraic data types such as lists, sets, tuples, etc.
The main object class of the model is the class C-Network which acts as the root class of the database, that is, all accesses to the database are realized through this class or through its derived classes. The class is specialized for each of the network layers in classes C-Physical-Network, C-VP-Network and C-VC-Network, as explained above.
Each network object in the class C-Network is characterized by all nodes, links and connections that belong to the network. Because order does not matter on these groups of elements, the types of the attributes that de ne them are sets of object identi ers rather than lists of identi ers. Declaring sets of object identi ers is su cient in the proposed model, because the relationship between these elements and the network is a 6 \member-of" relationship. If a containment relationship had been selected, it would have been better to represent the elements by sets of objects and represent them as subcon gurations 8,2], as discussed later in Section 5.2. The messages associated to the class C-Network represent the queries and updates that can be done in the database, as shown in the following examples.
Query messages
Two query messages are presented: the rst one obtains the value of an attribute that is directly de ned in the database, and the second one calculates the required value from existing attribute values. In both cases, the query is sent to a network object, as the root of the database, which in turn sends messages to the appropiate network components to obtain the required values. Then it summarizes the information contained in the returning messages in order to forward a unique message to the external object that made the original query. The rst one forwards the query to the appropriate link object. This rule only applies when the link L appears in the network set of links, given by the LinkSet attribute, as it is required on the lefthand side of the rule by declaring the value of the LinkSet attribute to be L LS, where L is the link of the message and LS is a set of link identi ers. The second rule receives the acknowledgement of the link object indicating the value LD of the Load attribute, and forwards the corresponding acknowledgement to the object that made the original query to the database. In this way the only database objects that interact with external objects are the C-Network objects.
The messages (L.Load reply to N and O) and (to N and O,L.Load is LD) obtain the value of the attributes directly de ned in a class that are not hidden|in this case the value of the Load attribute of a link L|and send it to the network object N. The external object O is necessary in the message to identify the appropriate return address. The rst and last rules are implemented in the object-oriented module de ning the class C-Network. Two attributes of the C-Network class are used in the rst rule: NodeSet, which declares the set of nodes that belong to the network and whose value for the network N includes the node identi er NO given in the message and a set of node identi ers NS; and LinkSet, which declares the set of links that belong to the network and is represented by a set of link identi ers LS.
The three rules implementing the message FindLink belong to the objectoriented module de ning the class C-Link. Once the network object N broadcasts the query to all the associated links, the rules for FindLink collect the links that have the given node as one of its end points by adding them one at a time to the set of link identi ers de ned in the last parameter of the FindLink(O,N,NO,LS,LS1) message, and send a new message to the remaining links in the set LS until there are no more links in this set. When all the network links have been treated, a message (To N and O NodeLinks NO are LS) with the set LS of all links that full l the condition is sent to the network N, which in turn replies to the external object O. is sent to the external object; otherwise, a message indicating the reason why the change has not been done is sent. Two messages are used: (To O NoConnectionBetweenNodes NO1 and NO2 in N) for the case in which there is no connection de ned between the given nodes and (To O NoPortCapacity CAP InNode NO in N) for the case in which there is no port of the needed capacity CAP in one of the nodes traversed by the connection. For simplicity we assume that if there are ports of a given capacity in a node of an upper layer, then there are ports of the same or greater capacity on the nodes of the layers below. The protocol followed by the modi cation process is sketched in Figure 3 . First, messages are sent to the connection, links and nodes involved in the requested change, to verify whether the modi cation is possible. If the returned messages indicate that the modi cation can indeed be done, then the modi cation process starts changing the service demand on the connection, the bandwidth required on the links that support the connection, and the number of ports of the traversed nodes; otherwise, the corresponding error message is sent to the external object O through the network object.
The network object N forwards the query to its set of connections, using the message ComMod The set of connections is explored one connection at a time. If a connection between the required nodes NO1, NO2 is found, then a new message is sent to the list of links that form the connection to verify whether the modi cation is possible; otherwise, an error message is sent to the network object N, which forwards it to the external object O. A di erent and more complex approach could be to create the connection when it does not exist. The corresponding rules are A new message LinkListLoadReq2 is used to go over the list and summarize the acknowledgement message of the ending nodes. This auxiliary message is used only for the implementation of this process and it will not be invoked by any other object. In this case, an encapsulation mechanism would be very useful, as it would avoid the possible misuse of this message by any other object.
Finally, the message PortNodeReq(O,N,C,L,<<S;D>>,NO,R) is sent to the node NO to verify whether it has ports to carry at least a bandwidth R, thus nishing the veri cation process. The implementation of this rule is di erent in the physical layer from the other two layers, because of the di erent equipment de ned in each kind of node. For this reason the rules are implemented in the specialized classes of each layer and not in the generic classes like previous rules. The rules for physical nodes are: The rules check that the port capacity CAP is enough to carry one communication and that the number of ports in the node will not be less than zero after the modi cation. Notice that the value of the EqTrans attribute is a conguration consisting of a transmission equipment object instead of an object identi er. The reason is that a containment relationship has been declared between the nodes and the associated equipment, and this relationship is implemented using con gurations as the value of the corresponding attributes as it is explained in Section 5.2.
Once it is veri ed that all the links and nodes in the connection can support the change of demand, the connection object starts the modi cation process by means of the message ComMod2 where DL denotes a DemandList, that is, a list of tuples, each one consisting of a service identi er and the number of communications of this service carried by the connection. The ComMod2 message goes over the demand list looking for a tuple whose service identi er is the one used in the message. If it exists, the demand is changed; otherwise, the service is added to the demand list. In both cases a message to change the links is sent. rl CHLinkListLoad(nil,R) => nil .
Finally, the message ChPortNodes(NO,R) changes the number of ports used in node NO in accordance with the new bandwidth R. Once more, the rule for the physical layer is di erent from the rule for the other two layers.
rl ChPortNodes(NO,R) < NO : C-Physical-Node | EqTrans: < ET : C-Eq-Trans | Capacity: CAP >, Used: U > => < NO : C-Physical-Node | Used: U + R DIV CAP > .
Implementation of the object relationships
Three relationships are considered in the database model: the inheritance relationship, the containment relationship, and explicit group relationships. The inheritance relationship is directly supported by Maude, which, as we have mentioned in Section 2, distinguishes two kinds of inheritance: class inheritance and module inheritance. On the contrary, containment and explicit group relationships are not directly supported by the language, although they can be speci ed in a natural way within it.
Inheritance relationship
Class inheritance is de ned between generic classes C-Network, C-Node, C-Link and C-Connection, and the classes specialized for each layer.
In the case of nodes, a new class C-ATM-Node is de ned to capture the common behavior of the two classes C-VP-Node and C-VC-Node. Basically, it implements the cost messages which are computed in a di erent way for the physical layer and for the other two layers because the equipment is di erent in 13 Fig. 4 . Complete node inheritance relationship each case. The class inheritance relationship is then as represented in Figure 4 .
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As the node cost messages must be implemented also in the module for the class C-Physical-Node, we could use module inheritance to rede ne them from the module de ning the class C-ATM-Node. However, we have chosen not to do so because almost all of the original messages need to be redened, thus defying the purpose of code reuse. Instead, we simply provide the new rules for the corresponding messages in the module de ning the class C-Physical-Node.
The containment relationship
We compare two approaches to the implementation of the containment relationship. The rst one considers the OIds of the contained objects as attributes of the owner object. The second one de nes an attribute of the owner object as a subcon guration consisting of the contained objects 8,2]. In both cases, the containment relationship impacts on the object creation and deletion rules of Maude. Object creation should now not only ensure the uniqueness of object identity, but also the two properties of the containment relationship:
The contained object must have a unique owner object. The contained object cannot exist if its owner object does not exist. Object creation was de ned in 8] by means of new(C | ATTS) messages where C is the name of the class and ATTS are the attributes. In order to impose uniqueness of object identity, it is assumed that in the initial con guration we have a collection of di erent objects of the class ProtoObject which has an attribute counter, whose value is a natural number used as part of the new object name. The rules for creating objects have the form This scheme has been slightly modi ed in 9] to force some attributes of the object to always have some xed initial values. This is done by declaring an initially clause in the class de nition which states the attributes that 14
have an initial value as well as that value. For example, we can have the following class declaration:
class X | a1: t1, a2: t2, a3: t3, a4: t4 . initially a1: v1, a2: v2 .
where The rst approach to the implementation of the containment relationship declares the identi ers of contained objects as attributes of the owner object, and following the previous scheme we can force them to have an initial value in the creation process. For example, the creation rules for a class X with contained classes Y1 and Y2 could be de ned as follows:
class Y1 | b1: t1, b2: t2 . initially b1: v1, b2: v2 .
class Y2 | c1: t1', c2: t2' . initially c1: w1, c2: w2 . The result of applying this rule is that the new message dissapears, the attribute counter of the ProtoObject object is incremented, and three new objects are created in the system: an object of the class declared on the new message, whose identi er is unique in the system because it is formed automatically with the object identi er of the ProtoObject object and the value of the counter attribute, and with two attributes that are object identi ers. These two object identi ers are also unique in the system as they are formed with the owner object identi er. The other two objects correspond to the contained objects. This kind of rule guarantees that the contained objects are created with the owner object, and the naming process is the one used in telecommunication networks.
The main di erences introduced in this creation process with respect to the previous one are:
The initially clause de nes the class of the contained objects instead of the initial value of the attribute. The object identi er is given automatically by the creation rule. It consists of the combination of the owner object 15 identi er and an identi er given to each contained object by the owner object (in the example above, a number associated to the attribute name). The rule for the new message creates the new object as well as the contained objects. Creating the contained objects directly instead of sending more new messages allows us to name the contained objects using the name of the owner object as it is usual in telecommunication networks. By sending new messages, the object would instead be created using the ProtoObject class and would therefore have a general identi er.
No new message is provided for the contained objects because they cannot be created outside the creation process of their owner objects. The approach presented in 8] to object deletion uses a message delete(A), with a rule rl delete(A) < A : X | ATTS > => null .
To maintain the containment relationship, contained objects should be deleted at the time the owner object is deleted. This is simply achieved by sending deletion messages to all contained objects in the owner object deletion rule.
The second approach, which treats subobjects as part of the owner's object state, is simpler. The previous creation rule is de ned in this case by: In our proposed model, we have selected the second approach, as it is directly supported by Maude without any other consideration. As previously mentioned, the class C-ATM-Node de nes a containment relationship between the node and the equipment:
class C-ATM-Node | EqConm: Subconfiguration of C-Eq-Conm, UtilL: EQCUtilList .
Nevertheless, the rst approach could be more elegant when more containment relationships are considered between the network objects.
Explicit group relationships
Explicit group relationships are modeled directly by de ning a set of object identi ers as the value of an attribute. The only restriction imposed on the object creation process is that the objects related to the attribute value should also exist in the database. Following this idea, a network object, related by a \member-of" relationship to the set of nodes, links and connections that form it, is initially created with empty sets of elements. Then the nodes, links and connections are added to the network using messages AddNode, AddLink and AddConnection. The rules implementing these messages create the objects at the same time that they are introduced as elements of the network. The node object is created using the new message because the node identi er is given in the system name space controlled by the object of class ProtoObject, as the explicit group relationships do not create a naming space like the containment relationship. Once the node object has been created in the system, the second rule is used to introduce it in the corresponding network.
In the case of links and connections, which have additional group relationships declared with other objects, the rules also check that all necessary requirements are satis ed. For example, the rules for the message (AddLinkTo N Between NO1 and NO2) that adds a link to a physical network must check that the two associated nodes have previously been added to the network. Using this creation process it is guaranteed that the resulting network topology is consistent and there will not be attribute values related to objects that do not exist. Consistency should be maintained in the deletion process by imposing that objects related to other objects cannot be eliminated without deleting previously the value of the attribute on the related object. Notice that in explicit group relationships it is enough to delete the value of an attribute 17
and it is not necessary to delete the complete object like in the containment relationship.
Concluding remarks
The Maude language and rewriting logic are very appropriate for the specication of object-oriented systems as they integrate the algebraic data types with the object classes, and allow the de nition of static and dynamic aspects of the database within one language.
An implementation of the telecommunication model was also developed using the C++ language. In general, the main advantages of using Maude over the use of object-oriented languages like C++, are the logically based declarative de nition of the language semantics, its integrated support of algebraic data types, and the declarative and implicit use of concurrency. In particular the main problem that arises when using C++ is the representation of the explicit group relationship, because the references to the related objects are implemented using pointers to objects, and this introduces all the problems related to the use of pointers in C. The representation of the containment relationship is done by declaring the contained object as the value of an attribute in the owner object and overloading the creation and deletion methods of the class to create/delete at the same time the contained objects, as it is done in the rules described in Section 5.2.
With respect to the design of the Maude language, in our opinion there are some aspects that need more attention. For example, as we have already remarked, sometimes it is necessary to de ne internal messages in a class that should not be seen from outside the class. This is not possible in the current design of the language, since all messages receive the same treatment. More generally, it is necessary a more detailed study of the subject of encapsulation in the context of Maude.
>From a similar point of view, the distinction in Maude between class inheritance and module inheritance is not completely satisfactory, due to the impossibility of rede ning attributes or messages in subclasses. On the one hand, this forces the creation of additional subclasses, like for example the class C-ATM-Node in our application, and on the other hand creates inheritance relationships between modules that in principle have no reason to exist. Moreover, from a modeling standpoint, it does not allow the existence in a subclass of method specializations that are consistent with real life inheritance classi cations.
